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SCHEDULE 
8:15 AM Registration 
9:00 AM Introduction      
9:10 AM Documentation   
10:20 AM Morning Break 
10:35 AM Substructure Construction Engineering: 
  Pile, Footing, Column, Abutment, and Falsework  
12:00 AM Lunch (Buffet Lunch Provided) 
1:00 PM Superstructure Construction Engineering: 
  Soffit and Stem, Deck, Prestressing, Joint Seals, 
  Profilograph, and Barrier Railing 
3:00 PM Afternoon Break 
3:15 PM Claim Avoidance / Open Discussion   
4:00 PM Closing   



Bear Creek Precast 
Girders 1 

Bear Creek Bridge – Calaveras County 



Bear Creek Precast 
Girders 2 

Bear Creek Bridge – Calaveras County 



Bear Creek Precast 
Girders 3 

Bear Creek Bridge – Calaveras County 



Bear Creek Completion 

Bear Creek Bridge – Calaveras County 



Middle Bar 
Bridge – 
Calaveras 
County  

Middle Bar Bridge – Amador & 
Calaveras County 



Middle Bar Construction 
2 

Middle Bar Bridge – Amador & Calaveras County 



Middle Bar Completion 

Middle Bar Bridge – Amador & Calaveras County 



Whites Hill Stru. Steel 1 

Whites Hill Viaduct – Marin County 



Whites Hill Stru. Steel 2 

Whites Hill Viaduct – Marin County 



Whites Hill Stru. Steel 3 

Whites Hill Viaduct – Marin County 



Whites Hill Completion 

Whites Hill Viaduct – Marin County 



Tule Canal Construction 1 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Tule Canal Construction 1 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Tule Canal Construction 1 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Tule Canal Construction 1 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Tule Canal Construction 1 

 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Tule Canal Completion 

 

Tule Canal– Yolo County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Detour 

 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Detour 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Frog 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Harkins Slough Bridge Construction 

Harkins Slough– Santa Cruz County 



Watsonville Slough Bridge Construction 

Watsonville Slough – City of Watsonville 



Watsonville Slough Bridge Construction 

Watsonville Slough – City of Watsonville 



Watsonville Slough Bridge Construction 

Watsonville Slough – City of Watsonville 



Watsonville Slough Bridge Completion 

Watsonville Slough – City of Watsonville 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Construction 

Paulsen - Whiting Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Construction 

Paulsen - Whiting Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Construction 

Paulsen - Whiting Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Paulsen - Whiting Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Casino Access Road Bridge – Black Oak Casino, Sonora 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Casino Access Road Bridge – Black Oak Casino, Sonora 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Casino Access Road Bridge – Black Oak Casino, Sonora 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Casino Access Road Bridge – Black Oak Casino, Sonora 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

El Rancho Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

El Rancho Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

El Rancho Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

El Rancho Road Bridge – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Struve Slough Bridge – City of Watsonville 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Struve Slough Bridge – City of Watsonville 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Struve Slough Bridge – City of Watsonville 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Struve Slough Bridge – City of Watsonville 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Aguas Frias Road Bridge – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Aguas Frias Road Bridge – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Aguas Frias Road Bridge – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Aguas Frias Road Bridge – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

East Cliff Drive Bluff Protection – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

East Cliff Drive Bluff Protection – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

East Cliff Drive Bluff Protection – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

East Cliff Drive Bluff Protection – Santa Cruz County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Paulsen-Whiting Road Bridge 
Completion 

Ord Ferry Bridge Seismic Retrofit – Butte County 



Cache General Plan 



Cache Deck Contour 



Cache Foundation Plan 



Cache Abutment Layout 



Cache Abutment Details No. 1 



Cache Abutment Details No. 2 



Cache Bent Details No. 1 



Cache Bent Details No. 2 



Cache Typical Section 



Standard Plans B 0-5 



Cache Girder Layout 



Cache Log of Test Boring 



SAFETY 

 



Cal/OSHA Guide for the Construction Industry 



Napa Falsework Collapses 

Napa bridge collapses, 
one worker killed 

NAPA, Calif. (AP) - An approximately 100-foot section of a partially 
finished bridge collapsed Wednesday afternoon, killing one 20-year-old 
worker and injuring seven others, three of them seriously, authorities said.  

Richard Christopher Stevens, of Lodi, died when eight steel beams and 
several tons of wood fell on top of him and several other workers from a 
height of about 40 feet at about 2 p.m., the Napa Valley Register reported.  

Construction workers had been using hydraulic jacks under the bridge to 
align a new section of the bridge with previously built deck sections when 
"something went wrong," said Barry Martin, spokesman for the Napa 
Transportation Management Plan, a city transportation agency. The 
temporary section may have fallen after one of the jacks slipped, 
authorities said.  



Napa Falsework Collapses 2 

The California Occupational Safety and Health Administration is 
investigating the cause of the accident.  

Four workers were on top of the structure and four were on the ground 
when it fell. Two workers standing on the deck were injured as they "rode 
the collapse to the ground," said Darren Drake of the Napa Fire 
Department. Stevens, who was on the ground, died.  

Another worker on the ground, Travis Dewater, managed to crawl out of a 
small space created around him when the beams fell. Dewater, who 
suffered only bruises, was treated at a Napa hospital and released.  

"I just landed on my back thinking I was dead and watched the I-beams 
fall down on me," Dewater said. "I thought it was over."  

Another worker managed to grab hold of a piece of the structure and hung 
on for an hour before being rescued.  

Emergency crews rescued several workers from the rubble, and one was 
flown to the hospital by helicopter, authorities said. Three of the injured 
were released hours after reaching the hospital and a fourth was expected 
to return home late Wednesday.  

The remaining bridge structure was too unstable to pull out the dead man 
by nightfall Wednesday, Martin said.  



Napa Falsework Collapses 3 

"They have to stabilize what's there before they can work 
underneath it," Martin said. "They're going to be working on 
that through the night."  

Martin said that among the seven injured were a California 
Department of Transportation inspector and six workers from 
the private construction firms C.C. Meyers of Rancho Cordova 
and Bay Area Rebar of San Francisco.  

The new bridge has been under construction since April. It is next 
to the Maxwell Bridge, a portion of Highway 121 that carries 
traffic over the Napa River and connects the city's south with 
roads that head to the San Francisco Bay area.  

The $40 million project was designed to relieve a traffic 
bottleneck and improve flood management in the area, as well 
as give boats higher clearance.  

Charles Jennings, who works for one of the private contractors, 
said he was on the west side of the span when the collapse 
occurred on the eastern portion.  

"I heard a terrible rumble, saw the bridge go down, and I got out 
of there," he told the Napa Valley Register.  



Tule Bridge Removal 1 



Tule Bridge Removal 2 



Cache Bridge Removal 1 



Cache Bridge Removal 2 



Cache Bridge Removal 
Video 




Quiz 

Name: _______________________ 
  
(    ) Project Plans 
(    ) Standard Plans 
(    ) Standard Specifications 
(    ) Project Special Provisions 
 



Quiz Answer 

Name: _______________________ 
  
(  2 ) Project Plans 
(  3 ) Standard Plans 
(  4 ) Standard Specifications 
(  1 ) Project Special Provisions 
 



Standard Specifications 5-1.04 
5-1.04 COORDINATION AND INTERPRETATION OF PLANS, 
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

• These Standard Specifications, the Standard Plans, 
project plans, special provisions, contract change orders 
and all supplementary documents are essential parts of 
the contract, and a requirement occurring in one is as 
binding as though occurring in all. They are intended to 
be complementary, and to describe and provide for a 
complete work.  
• Project plans shall govern over Standard Plans; Standard 
Plans and project plans shall govern over these Standard 
Specifications; and the special provisions shall govern 
over both these Standard Specifications and the plans. 



DOCUMENTATION 



RESIDENT ENGINEER 



ASSISTANT RESIDENT ENGINEER‘S DAILY REPORT 



SAMPLE DAILY REPORT 



FIELD DIARY 



Weekly Statement of Working Days 

Contract No. Report No.
Road Name

To: Contractor

The following statement shows the number of working days charged to your contract for the week ending
.

The contractor will be allowed fifteen (15) days in which to protest in writing
the correctness of this statement; otherwise this statement shall be 
deemed to be accepted by the Contractor as correct.

0

5
144 61
149 61

0
0

0

0
0
0 0
0 0

Non-Working 
Days Caused by 

Weather

Working Days No 
Work Done on 

Controlling Operation

1
1

0
0

0
0

Sunny
Sunny

Working Day

1
1
1

Weather, Weather Conditions or Other 
Conditions

Sunny
Sunny
Sunny

6/13

M
T
W
T
F

6/9
6/10
6/11
6/12

SHASTA CONSTRUCTORS,  INC.

Date Day

June 1 4,  2003

CACHE CREEK BRIDGE REPLACEMENT

WEEKLY STATEMENT OF WORKING DAYS
COUNTY OF YOLO

PLANNING AND PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
44BRLO-5922(025), COUNTY No. 4470

CCO    
Numbers

0
0

0
TIME EXTENSIONS CCO Other

0
0

Days Approved

→
→

→

Days this week
Days previously reported
Total days to date

→
→

→

0

DateNumbered Day
Number of 

Days

Days previously reported
Total days to date

COMPUTATION OF EXTENDED DATE FOR COMPLETION
1.
2.
3.

Controlling Operation(s)

9.

10.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Working days specified in contract
293 29-Apr-02Date Contract approved

185

8.

477 24-Jan-03
Total time extension days approved to date(CCO plus other) 0

COMPUTED DATE FOR COMPLETION (If all days specified are 
workable)

Total non-working days to date 61
Sub Total (Line 4 plus line 5) 61
EXTENDED DATE FOR COMPLETION (Line 3 plus line 6) 609 5-Aug-03
Revised working days for contract (Line 2 plus line4) 185

Item #17, STRUCTURAL CONCRETE, BRIDGE  - Falsework 

Resident Engineer

Days this report

WORKING DAYS REMAINING (line 8 minus line 9) 36

Total working days to date 149



ADDITIONAL MATERIAL INSPECTION 



INSPECTION RELEASE TAGS 



FIELD RELEASE AND SUMMARY 



CONTRACT ITEM QUANTITY DOCUMENTS 



LUMPSUM PAY QUANTITY 



FINAL PAY QUANTITY 



ESTIMATED PAY QUANTITY 



MATERIALS ON HAND 



CCO 



EXTRA WORK BILL 



ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTSTATION 



AS BUILT 



FIELD DUTIES 



ATHORITY OF THE ENGINEER  



1.     STRUCTURE EMBANKMENTS 

1.     STRUCTURE EMBANKMENTS 
 

1) Review Section 19 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions. 

2) 95% compaction of embankment within 50 m (164’) of 
abutments. 

3) Check material for large rocks 4” max within pile zone.   
4) Keep an eye out for abut/wing wall stakes.  These will need to be 

checked prior to the excavation. 
5) When an embankment period is specified: 

a. Install a settlement platform upon completion of the embankment 
construction. 

b. Monitoring is being conducted at a minimum weekly until the period 
is complete if no movement is occurring. Continue monitoring past 
the specified period if movement continues and consult geology. 



2.     STRUCTURE EXCAVATION 

2.     STRUCTURE EXCAVATION 
 

1) Review Approved Shoring Plan, the Trenching & Shoring Manual and 
Section 19 in the Standard Specifications and the Special Provisions. 

2) The contractor must submit a trenching and shoring plan per 
Standard Specifications 5-1.02A and 7-1.01E for excavations over 5' 
deep. 

3) Check excavation to ensure that is in accordance with the approved 
shoring plan. Any modifications need to be brought to the attention of 
the SR. Revised plans must be submitted in writing and approved 
prior to making the modifications. 

4) Determine if the excavation is considered to be a confined space and 
ensure that a proper ingress & egress locations are provided. 

5) The contractor shall identify in writing a competent person per Cal-
OSHA who will monitor the excavation work. 

6) Discuss excavation violations and responsibilities with Structure 
Representative (SR) and contractor’s personnel. 

7) Obtain a copy of the Survey Notes. The stakes will need to be checked 
against the survey notes prior to the excavation. Do the notes match 
the points and tags in the field? 



Shoring – Garey Bridge 



Abutment – Garey Bridge 



Grading & Staking – Garey Bridge 



3.  CONSTRUCTION STAKING 

3.  CONSTRUCTION STAKING   
 
1) Get survey notes from survey crew and verify critical locations. 
2) Compare this information with job records, coordinates, bearing and 

distances. 
3) Stay involved with initial survey check as much as possible. 
4)  Subsequent staking to be checked on an individual basis as the 

situation dictates. 
5) Prior to placing concrete, all pour strips, cambers, bulkheads will be 

checked for grade; columns checked for plumb and walls checked 
for alignment. 

6) Finally, place no concrete until location, line and grade have been 
verified as correct. 

 
Difference between Owner Survey and Contractor Survey. 
Additional References: Survey Manual 



Tule Construction Staking 



Tule Lost Deck Dowels 



GRADES TO CHECK 

GRADES TO CHECK 
1)     Layout stakes 
2)     Reference datum for pile cutoffs 
3)     Top of footings 
4)     Elevation  for large diameter CIDH piles 
5)     Column pour grades 
6)     Chamfer strips on abutments and wing walls 
7)     Existing joints 
8)     Falsework grade points 
9)     Lost deck grade points 
10)   Overhang jacks at edge of deck 
11)   Approach slab tie-ins 
10)   Concrete Barrier profile 

 



LOCATIONS TO CHECK OR MEASURE 

LOCATIONS TO CHECK OR MEASURE 
 

1)    Footing and Pile layout  
2)    Columns  
3)    Centerline abutments 
4)    Wing wall layout lines 
5)  Falsework grade points from falsework drawings; 

Layout on 4-scale  check in field 
6)   Lost deck grade points if time permits, spot check 

from contractor’s  submittal 
7)    Overhand grades, correlate with contractor 
8)    Approach slab and other tie-ins 

 



CIDH Pile – Garey Bridge 



CIDH Pile Cage – Garey Bridge 



CIDH Pile Photos –Cache Creek Bridge 



4.  CAST-IN-DRILLED HOLE PILES 

4.     CAST-IN-DRILLED HOLE PILES (Dry Hole) 
Review Section 49 in the Standard Specifications, the Special Provisions, the 
Foundation Report, Log of Test Borings, Bridge Records and Procedures – 
Section 130, and the Foundation Manual. 

1)     Verify excavation is within safety limits 
2)     Request ladder if too deep 
3)     Check pile layout-note in diary 
4)     Check pile cages for steel quantity and adequate dobies 
5)     Check drilled holes and measure prior to placing cages 
6)    100% inspection of drilling is required.  Log all materials as they are 

removed from the hole. 
7) Check that the bottom of hole has been cleaned out after all drilling 

by using a cleanout bucket. 
8)    Prior to placing concrete, check delivery slip for proper mix design.  

This holds for all concrete pouts.  Check for required information on  
delivery slip. 

9)      Vibrate the top 15 ft of piles. 
10)  Be familiar with Section 49 of the Standard Specifications and 

Project Special Provisions. 
 

 



WET HOLE METHOD 

WET HOLE METHOD 
1) In addition to what is required for a dry CIDH, these additional items 

must be checked for CIDH piles placed in the “wet condition.” 
2) Check that the concrete mix has been approved for CIDH use in a wet 

condition. 
3) Water in a CIDH pile that cannot be pumped out to make the hole dry 

will require a slurry displacement procedure to complete the 
concrete pile placement. Check that the contractor has submitted 
an approved slurry displacement pile working plan. Follow that 
plan. 

4) The following items will likely be included in the plan based on the 
contract specification: 

a. Check that the approved slurry is in place and that the contractor 
conducts testing and recording of the slurry properties, including 
the appropriate tests immediately prior to concrete placement. The 
slurry manufacturer’s representative is required to be on-site until 
dismissed by the Engineer.  The main purpose of this testing is to 
confirm the soil “floating” in the slurry settle out to an acceptable 
level, the bottom of the pile then clean prior to placing the rebar 
and concrete. 



WET HOLE METHOD -2 

WET HOLE METHOD -2 
b. Make sure that the contractor ties all PVC inspection tubes securely 

and that dobies are in place as per approved placement plan.  Ensure 
proper clearance of inspection tubes to main reinforcement. 

c. On concrete placement day, make sure that the stand by pump is on 
site. 

d. Make sure the contractor is prepared to record height of concrete 
surface and the tremie position vs. volumetric concrete placement 
logs. This placing log is to be submitted to the SR after the pour. 

e. Inspect the concrete tremie tube for a backflow prevention device to 
prevent slurry from entering tube. This can be a simple as a rubber 
ball of sufficient size inserted into the pipe that it fits snuggly to 
prevent the slurry and concrete from mixing. 

f. At all times during the pour the end of the tremie must remain well 
embedded below the surface level of the concrete. 

g. Generally concrete is continued being placed well past the top of pile. 
This is because during the pour that surface in contact with the 
slurry is contaminated as it moves up the pile length.  This zone 
could be 1-2 meters. The contractor may remove it promptly or chip 
the concrete down later. 

 



WET HOLE METHOD -3 

WET HOLE METHOD -3 
6) Piles placed in the wet are tested for anomalies by 

gamma-gamma radiation tests. This test for 
uniformity in the density of the concrete. Low reading 
may be caused by voids or by contaminate concrete. 
All anomalies are evaluated for structural impact. 

7) Verifying that the inspection tubes are clear and dry, 
prior to notifying METS that pile is completed and 
ready for gamma-gamma testing 

 



CIDH Pile Slurry Test Photo 1 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Slurry Test Photo 2 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Slurry Test Photo 3 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Slurry Test Photo 4 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Slurry Test Photo 5 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Gamma Test Photo 1 –Cache Creek Bridge 



CIDH Pile Gamma Test Photo 2 –Cache Creek Bridge 



Sheet Pile Driving 



Pile Driving – San Antonio Creek Bridge 



Pile Driving – Tule Canal Bridge 



Pile Driving – Cache Creek Bridge 



5.     DRIVEN PILES 

5.     DRIVEN PILES 
Review Section 49 in the Standard Specifications, the Special Provisions, the 
Foundation Report, Log of Test Borings and the Foundation Manual. 

1)     Determine pile tip and class from Contract Plans 
2)     Obtain pile driver data from contractor 
3)     Enter above information on Pile Driving Record in Pile Book for each 

location 
4)     Calculate blows/foot using formula from Standard Specifications 49-

1.08 
5)     Read Section 49 of Standard Specifications 
6)     Check bottom of footing elevation and pile layout when ready 
7)     Verify reference elevation for pile cutoff if footing is correct 
8)    If piles are battered, check contractor’s method of obtaining batter 
9)     Notify Structure Representative if driving conditions are unusual; too 

hard, too soft, cannot hold alignment, etc. 
10)    Don’t stand next to driving equipment. 
11)    Don’t wear a white shirt.  Use proper safety equipment. 
12)    Check cutoff elevations before contractor moves on 
13)   If piles are driven thru new embankment greater than 5 feet, pre-

 drilling is required per Standard Specifications 49-1.06 
 
 



6.     FINE GRADING FOOTINGS 

6.     FINE GRADING FOOTINGS 
Review Section 19 in the Standard Specifications, the Special 
Provisions and the Foundation Manual. 
1)     Spread Footings 

a. Check bearing surface for disturbance after excavation. 
b. Verify the location, size and depth of footing key if called 

for. 
c. Re-compaction of disturbance must be 95%, probe soil 

with rebar or call for a compaction test. This may require 
additional compaction. 

d. Additional excavation may be required to obtain good 
foundation. 

e. Contact Geotechnical Engineer to inspect, if required. 
2)     Pile footings:  Bearing surface around piles to be equivalent to 

original ground or compacted in place prior to driving.  If material 
is imported to obtain grade it must be compacted to parallel 
conditions prior to driving. 

 



7.     FORM FOOTINGS 

7.     FORM FOOTINGS 
 Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 

Provisions. 
1)     Neat line excavation.  This is usually done for column and retaining 

wall footings.  Standard Plan B3-8 requires toe of retaining wall to be 
placed against undisturbed material. 

a)    Check depth and dimensions 
b)    Check pour grade, usually nails in bank 
c)    Check orientation of footing 

  
2)     Wood Forms 

a)    Check bottom for gaps that may cause excessive leakage 
b)    Check top for correct grade 
c)    Check end forms, shear blocks, shear keys, etc., for proper 

alignment 
d)   Check re-steel template for position and proper batter if applicable.  
e)   Check that all forms are well braced with ample stakes and 

kickers. 
 

 



Footing 1 – San Antonio Creek Bridge 



Footing Form – Cache Creek Bridge 



Footing Form #1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Footing Form & Rebar– Cache Creek Bridge 



Footing Rebar– Tule Canal Bridge 



8.  PLACE FOOTING REBARL 

8.     PLACE FOOTING REBAR 
  

1)1)    For spread footings, be sure blocking is adequate to 
hold bottom mat in position.  If column steel rests on 
bottom mat, extra blocking may be required. 

2)2) Pile footings-Tops of piles are never exact.  
Determine the highest one and block up bottom mat to 
horizontal accordingly.  Highest pile may have to be cut 
off if grade is unreasonable. 

3)3)  Top mat to be installed in accordance with column 
connection, after column cage is set or prior to placing 
column hinge steel.  

4)4)  Review Section 52 in the Standard Specifications 
and the Special Provisions. 
 



8.     PLACE COLUMN REBAR 

9.     PLACE COLUMN REBAR 
1)     Verify that guying system, if required, is approved and all 
material is present prior to pick. (No extra rebars) 
2)     Check with foreman as to sequence of attaching guying 
system. 
3)     Check length of column rebar prior to the contractor picking 
the cage and verify the length calculated from the contract plans 
and contour grade. 
4)  Check location of couplers, if applicable, and no splices 
zones in column rebar. RECORD the location and types of couplers 
for inclusion on the as-builts. 
5)  Large or tall cages usually required multiple pick points and 
special rigging to prevent damage to the cage, the hoops and 
internal bracing. 
6)      Traffic control may be required while setting cage.  This 
should be pre-arranged but verify if it is or isn’t so. 
7)      For fixed columns, tie to bottom mat extremely well.  These 
cages can and have moved during footing concrete placement. 



8.     PLACE COLUMN REBARL - 2 

9.     PLACE COLUMN REBAR -2 
8)      For pinned columns, verify key details are right and 
adequate blocking is available inside forms to support 
cage at proper height above key. 
9)     For other than short columns, most contractors will 
hold top of column cage with crane until footing concrete is 
set as insurance for guying system.  For extremely tall 
columns, crane holds until column is poured. 
10)     Some sort of template should be used to set and 
monitor column re-steel or key detailing during concrete 
pour to insure proper location of future column 
construction. 
11)     Column cages can be fabricated complete or 
partially and completed in place.  This should be 
monitored accordingly.  Allow at least a 7” space where 
drainpipes go. 
 



10.     FOOTING CONCRETE AND CURE 

10.   FOOTING CONCRETE AND CURE 
 

1)  Review Section 51 & 90 in the Standard Specifications and 
the Special Provisions 

2) Do not permit end dumping on one side and running 
concrete to the other with vibrators.  See third paragraph 51-
1.09. 

3)   Standing water must be pumped out prior to pour. 
4)   If the footing depth is over 2.5 ft, Section 51-1.09 requires 

that the concrete be vibrated a second time a minimum of 15 
minutes after placement is complete. 

5)  If column steel is tied and guyed properly, it should not move 
but watch it anyway.  This is especially important for 
columns that must line up with one another. 

6)   Curing compound will probably be used on top of footing.  
However, contractor will probably sandblast construction 
joint before 7-day cure period is up.  This area will have to 
be water cured for the remainder.  



Footing Concrete – San Antonio Creek Bridge 



Footing Concrete 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Footing Concrete 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Footing Concrete 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Footing Concrete Cure– Tule Canal Bridge 



11.     COLUMN GRADES AND FORMS 

11.     COLUMN GRADES AND FORMS 
 

1)   Review Section 51 & 90 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions  

2)    Check contractor’s elevations on top of footing.  They should closely match 
theoretical. 

3) The centerline column & centerline bent should visible to verify proper location 
of form.  Transfer the centerline references to top of footing after footing pour. 

4)  Column forms should be plumb prior to setting grade marks.  Check with 
transit or full length plumb bob. 

5)  Determine top of form elevation.  It is best to be there when the contractor 
measures up from top of footing elevation. 

6)  Using our grades, determine cuts to pour marks from top of form.  As a double 
check, measure from pour mark to top of steel cage.  This should 
approximately equal the dimension shown on the plans. 

7) Ascending and descending tall columns is a matter of nerves and conditioning.  
If you don’t feel comfortable, say so.  Someone else can be found to do it. 

8)   Do not ascend columns of any height until work platform and safety railing are 
properly installed. 

9)   When ascending columns for inspection a 3-meter (9’) lifeline (lanyard) shall 
be used in conjunction with a properly fitted full body harness. 

 



Column 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Column 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



12.     COLUMN GUYING SYSTEM 

12.     COLUMN GUYING SYSTEM 
 

1) Review Section 52 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions and Falsework Manual.  

2)  Once system is verified as the one approved for that situation, check 
anchors (usually dead men) for full bearing with ground surface, 
diameter at wire rope, location of guys on column and proper 
installation of cable clips. 

3) Securing the guying cables to K-rail that is also being used for traffic 
control is NOT allowed. An exception may be considered if the K-rail is 
bolted to the pavement. 

4) Check the diameter of wire rope and proper installation of cable clips. 
Remember to never saddle a “dead horse” when installing cable clips. 
Refer to Section 4-5.04 of the Falsework Manual. 

5) If wire rope looks suspicious, check with Structure Representative to 
see if it has been approved for use. 

  6) DO NOT remove a portion of the guying system to install the column 
forms. Discuss final removal with the SR after the column is complete. 

 



13.     STEEL CLEARANCE AND DRAIN PIPE OUTLET 

13.     COLUMN REBAR - CLEARANCE AND DRAIN PIPE OUTLET 
 

1) Review Section 51 & 52 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions. 

2) Rebar clearance on short columns can generally be checked 
from top of form with mirror or flashlight. 

3) Location of drainpipe outlet can be checked prior to the 
forming.  Tie ribbon on steel if pipe is installed after forms to 
mark the location. 

4) Verify if the specifications allow use of PVC pipe and where. 
5) It is recommended to plug the ends of the drainpipe prior to 

concrete placement to ensure that concrete doesn’t plug the 
pipe. 

6) No one is allowed into column forms once they are erected 
unless a Confined Space Safety Plan is approved and in place. 



14.     COLUMN CONCRETE 

14.   COLUMN CONCRETE 
 

1) Review Section 51 & 90 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions. 

2) Tall columns are generally not poured full height.  They are poured in 
increments of 40 to 50 feet.  This is due to constraints from steel cage 
fabrication and strength of steel forms. 

3) Concrete must be placed with trunk or pump hose, etc., as discussed in 
section 511.09 of the Standard Specifications. 

4) Care should be taken when topping off a column.  Pour to be sure the 
concrete is to proper grade.  Contractors generally add 0.10’ to theoretical 
grade to have concrete to butt their soffit plywood too.  If too high, proper steel 
placement is prohibited, too low, results in sloppy patchwork forming. 
Remember to account for any polystyrene that may be called for at the top of 
the column 

5) Column forms should be monitored during concrete placement by some 
suitable method to be sure they don’t move.  This should be done early on 
since once a form is 1/3 full they become next to impossible to move.  

6) The pour rate for steel forms should be as rated in the manufacturers 
recommendations, generally 4 m (13’) per hour. 



Abutment #1 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #2 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #3 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #4 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #5 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #6 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment #7 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Abutment Form  1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment Form  2 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #2 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #3 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #5 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Abutment #6 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Retaining wall #1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Retaining wall #2 – Tule Canal Bridge 



15.     ABUTMENT AND WING WALLS 

15.     ABUTMENT AND WING WALLS 
1) Review Section 51 & 52 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 

Provisions. 
2)  These two are normally formed and poured at the same time for seat type 

abutments. 
3)   Check plans for required electrical and utility openings and verify placement 

per Standard Plan B7-10. 
4) For end diaphragm abutments, the Plans may call for the wing wall concrete 

to be placed after prestressing. 
5)  Check centerline at bearing and wing wall layout lines before formwork 

begins. 
6) Check contractor’s layout and grades early.  A good working relationship with 

the carpenter foreman will help determine the best method here. 
7) You must know which type of bearing, fabric or steel reinforced, to determine 

the bearing seat grades. Steel pads are thicker than the nominal 
thickness of the fabric type usually called out on the plans. 
8)  Check bearing pad and internal key layout after pour strips are in place. 
9) Check steel before forms are buttoned up. 



15.     ABUTMENT AND WING WALLS - 2 

15.     ABUTMENT AND WING WALLS -2 
 

10)  Once all forms are buttoned up, check alignment at wing walls, 
plumbness of vertical forms and workmanship of whaler/tie 
system. 

11) Check for additional rebar from approach slab, barrier, joint 
assembly details, etc. 

12)  Check wing walls for the location of electrical conduit, so  that the 
conduit connection from the pull box will be concealed in the fill. 

13)  Once you are satisfied that forms are secure, kickers are adequate, 
corners log-cabined, etc., check for steel clearance and cleanness. 
Mud and other contaminants shall be cleaned off prior to placing 
concrete. 

14)   Forms should be wet before pour. 
15)  Discuss placement of the concrete with the contractor before the 

pour begins to ensure that the operation meets the requirements of 
Section 51-1.09 of the Std. Specs. 

16)  Monitor the forms during the concrete placement for any 
movement, particularly the wing walls.  The use of string line a 
known distance off the form will work. 



Falsework – Garey Bridge 



Falsework – El Dorado Bike Trail 1 



Falsework – Seismic Retrofit 1 



Falsework – Seismic Retrofit 2 



Falsework – Seismic Retrofit 3 



Falsework – Seismic Retrofit 4 



Falsework – Seismic Retrofit 5 



Falsework #1 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #2 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #5 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #6 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework #7 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Falsework Removal #1 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Tule Falsework Plan 1 



Tule Falsework Plan 2 



Tule Falsework Plan 3 



Tule Falsework Plan 4 



Tule Falsework Plan 5 



Tule Falsework Plan 6 



Tule Falsework Plan 7 



Tule Falsework Plan 8 



Tule Falsework Plan 9 



Tule Falsework Plan 10 



Tule Falsework Plan 11 



Tule Falsework Plan 12 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework # – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework Removal #1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Falsework Removal #2 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Napa Falsework Collapses 

Napa bridge collapses, 
one worker killed 

NAPA, Calif. (AP) - An approximately 100-foot section of a partially 
finished bridge collapsed Wednesday afternoon, killing one 20-year-old 
worker and injuring seven others, three of them seriously, authorities said.  

Richard Christopher Stevens, of Lodi, died when eight steel beams and 
several tons of wood fell on top of him and several other workers from a 
height of about 40 feet at about 2 p.m., the Napa Valley Register reported.  

Construction workers had been using hydraulic jacks under the bridge to 
align a new section of the bridge with previously built deck sections when 
"something went wrong," said Barry Martin, spokesman for the Napa 
Transportation Management Plan, a city transportation agency. The 
temporary section may have fallen after one of the jacks slipped, 
authorities said.  



Napa Falsework Collapses 2 

The California Occupational Safety and Health Administration is 
investigating the cause of the accident.  

Four workers were on top of the structure and four were on the ground 
when it fell. Two workers standing on the deck were injured as they "rode 
the collapse to the ground," said Darren Drake of the Napa Fire 
Department. Stevens, who was on the ground, died.  

Another worker on the ground, Travis Dewater, managed to crawl out of a 
small space created around him when the beams fell. Dewater, who 
suffered only bruises, was treated at a Napa hospital and released.  

"I just landed on my back thinking I was dead and watched the I-beams 
fall down on me," Dewater said. "I thought it was over."  

Another worker managed to grab hold of a piece of the structure and hung 
on for an hour before being rescued.  

Emergency crews rescued several workers from the rubble, and one was 
flown to the hospital by helicopter, authorities said. Three of the injured 
were released hours after reaching the hospital and a fourth was expected 
to return home late Wednesday.  

The remaining bridge structure was too unstable to pull out the dead man 
by nightfall Wednesday, Martin said.  



Napa Falsework Collapses 3 

"They have to stabilize what's there before they can work 
underneath it," Martin said. "They're going to be working on 
that through the night."  

Martin said that among the seven injured were a California 
Department of Transportation inspector and six workers from 
the private construction firms C.C. Meyers of Rancho Cordova 
and Bay Area Rebar of San Francisco.  

The new bridge has been under construction since April. It is next 
to the Maxwell Bridge, a portion of Highway 121 that carries 
traffic over the Napa River and connects the city's south with 
roads that head to the San Francisco Bay area.  

The $40 million project was designed to relieve a traffic 
bottleneck and improve flood management in the area, as well 
as give boats higher clearance.  

Charles Jennings, who works for one of the private contractors, 
said he was on the west side of the span when the collapse 
occurred on the eastern portion.  

"I heard a terrible rumble, saw the bridge go down, and I got out 
of there," he told the Napa Valley Register.  



16.     FALSEWORK 

16.     FALSEWORK 
  

1)  The Falsework Manual covers very well the process and procedures of this 
aspect of work.  The following is a brief synopsis of what to expect in the 
office and field. 

2) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the Special Provisions 
and Falsework Manual. 

3)  Falsework (FW) calculations will be on going throughout most of the project.  
Involvement in this area will depend on individual experience and 
qualifications and intensity of the field and office work. 

4)   Falsework inspection begins when the contractor fine grades the areas for 
the FW pads.  Check these areas, some may be built up, for good 
compaction.  If areas are doubtful, probe with rebar as a load test may be 
required .  See Appendix B of the FW Manual. 

5) Verify that water will drain away from pads to prevent softening and potential 
failure of the soil. 

6)     Ideally, the person responsible for checking the falsework drawings will 
inspect the falsework construction.  This may not be always possible so 
review the Falsework Manual thoroughly.  Discuss any questions with the 
checker or Structure Representative and proceed with the inspection. 

 



16.     FALSEWORK 2 

7) Falsework inspection should be done when it is most advantageous to verify 
that the FW members are what the drawing calls for (while on the ground). 
Reference specific FW member sizes, bents and/or spans erected each day in 
your daily diaries. 

8) Many contractors place the camber strips on the FW beams prior to erecting 
them. Now is the time to verify they are correct, in magnitude and if necessary 
direction. 

9) If traffic and/or pedestrian openings are called for in the Specials, prior to 
erection of FW over the roadway, ensure advanced notification has been given 
to all impacted parties; Permits, City, Fire Department, etc. 

10) Prior to reopening a road after FW placement, measure the widths and 
heights for conformance.  Traffic openings are measured from toe to toe of 
temporary railings. The use of a “range pole” or “story pole” will give the best 
vertical measurements. Record the measurements in the diary and give them to 
the SR or RE promptly for forwarding to all affected parties. (See form TR –0019 
and TR - 0020) 

11) Traffic opening falsework stringers are generally erected and removed at 
night. Proper night work attire and safety equipment will be used at all times. 

12) Deviations from the approved falsework drawings must be requested in 
writing from the contractor accompanied with sketches and calculations.  Minor 
deviations may be made in the field when it is obvious the change will not 
diminish the capacity of the system. It is important to note this change in your 
diary and discuss with SR. 



16.     FALSEWORK 3 

13) Falsework lighting will be as specified in the Specials under 
"Maintaining Traffic" and Section 86-6.11 of the Standard Specs. 

14) Prior to laying soffit plywood, verify camber strips are correct (if 
not already done), nailer strips do not extend beyond bents, and 
joist material is of sound quality. If excessive cantilevers of FW 
stringers exist, bring this to the SR’s attention. 

15) If joists do not lay flat, if there are "floppy" areas, check out 
why. There may be a problem. 

16) The contractor is to certify the FW is built according to the 
approved plan. Be sure that this is done and request a copy. 

17) The SR has the final responsibility for FW inspection, usually 
the day before the pour. The number and placement of tell tales 
will be reviewed then. They will be marked just prior to concrete 
placement. 

18) Check tell tales as pour progresses, be prepared to stop pour 
if settlement exceeds maximum allowable per Section 9-1.12 of 
the Falsework Manual & Section 51-1.06B of the Standard Specs. 



Soffit Form – Garey Bridge 



Soffit Form – Cache Creek Bridge 



Stem Form # 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Stem Form # 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Stem Form # 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Soffit Form # 4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Soffit and Overhang Form – Tule Canal Bridge 



17.     FORM SOFFIT 

17.     FORM SOFFIT 
1) Review Section 51-1.05 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 

Provisions. 
2) Check condition of plywood.  Panels with damaged corners, holes, 

delaminations and scars should be rejected.  Some damage can be 
repaired with patching compound. 

3)  Old and new plywood should not be mixed unless new plywood is treated 
with a cement paste. 

4)   Be sure all surfaces are coated with form oil prior to rebar placement. 
5)  Plywood must be arranged in a uniform patter.  For sharp radius 

structures, patterns can be broken at the bent caps.  Patters should be the 
same in all spans. 

6)     Safety railing must follow soffit forms as soon as practicable. 
7)     Watch form work around columns.  Forms should be tight against 

concrete. Spray foam form fillers are commonly used and should be 
checked before concrete placement for expansion due to heat and cut 
back to form lines, if necessary. 

8)     Panels must be adequately nailed such that all joints are flush. The 
panels should be supported at all edges (no cantilevers). 



17.     FORM SOFFIT - 2 

17.     FORM SOFFIT -2 
9)  Contractor should layout and shoot falsework grade points 

once soffit plywood is down, we follow with check. Waiting 
until a majority of the rebar is placed prior to final grading 
is recommended. This should eliminate any gaps that 
may otherwise be present between the plywood, joists 
and camber strips. 

10) Check layout of girders, hinges, diaphragms, access 
openings, soffit lights, etc, and even the drip groves for 
proper termination. 

11) The location of winch cable holes for falsework removal, if 
any, needs to be checked as per the approved FW 
Removal Plan. 
 



Stem form 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem form 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem form 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem form 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



18.     EXTERIOR GIRDER FORMS 

18.     EXTERIOR GIRDER FORMS 
  

1)     Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions. 

2)     Check condition of plywood.  The same thing applies here as to 
soffit plywood. 

3)     Check joists for damage.  Broken or cracked joists should be 
replaced. 

4)     Check slope of exterior panel, this varies from bridge to bridge and 
side to side.  Some plans call for slope ration and some by fixed 
dimension. 

5)     Check height of pour strip.  Since slope can vary from side to side, 
slope distance will vary as well.  This can be significant on high 
super-elevated structures. 

6)     Look for gaps in form panels. While some minimal gapping is 
expected due to camber, they can also occur if FW is not adjusted 
properly or just poor workmanship. If gaps cannot be closed, they 
must be filled with dutchman or caulking. Excess caulking shall be 
removed, as it will produce a non-uniform shinny smooth finish on 
the concrete. 



Bearing Pad & Prestress Blockout 



Bearing Pad – Cache Creek Bridge 



Prestressing Anchorage – Tule Canal Bridge 



19.     PRESTRESS BEARING PLATES  

19.     PRESTRESS BEARING PLATES 
 

1)  Review Section 50 of the Specials and the Standard 
Specs. as well as the Prestress Manual. 

2)   Diaphragms at abutments and hinges are formed along 
with exterior girders.  These will hold the bearing plates.  
Check their size, location and batter using the approved 
prestressing working drawings. 

3)   Bearing plates are tested and released by the Trans Lab.  
If they arrive on the job without a release tag, do not 
allow them to be installed.  Discuss with  Structure 
Representative. 

6)   



20.    ELASTOMERIC BEARING PADS 

 20.    ELASTOMERIC BEARING PADS 
 

1)  Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions. 

2)    These are installed at abutments about the same time as 
prestressing bearing plates.  Pads are usually on concrete, 
tops coated with grease and covered with sheet metal. 

3)  Elastomeric bearing pads are tested and released METS.  
4)  Check all pads for the required dimensions and any 

delaminations at corners and edges and if present reject the 
material. Is this type of pad called for on the plans? (fabric or 
steel?)  

5)  Remainder of abutment seat area is covered with expanded 
polystyrene and hard board of the same thickness as the pads 
and then joints sealed with tape to prevent grout leaks. 



21.    PTFE BEARING PADS 

 21.    PTFE BEARING PADS 
 

1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions and the approved working drawings. 

2) PTFE bearing pads are tested and released by METS.  
3) These are sensitive materials and must be stored 

properly. Ask manufacturer. 
4) Check the PTFE bearing pads for compliance with the 

contract plans and the approved working drawings. 
5) The PTFE bearing assembly must be properly supported, 

in accordance with the approved working drawings, so 
that it will not move during concrete placing operation. 

6) The mirrored surface finish of the PTFE bearing pads 
should be protected so that they are not scratched or 
damaged, which will affect their performance. 



Soffit and Stem Rebar 1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Soffit and Stem Rebar – Tule Canal Bridge 



22.     SOFFIT AND STEM RE-STEEL 

22.     SOFFIT AND STEM REBAR 
 

1) Review Section 51 & 52 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions. 

2) Be sure concrete blocks (dobies) are sufficient in number to 
provide proper clearances with out sags (i.e. keep mats off 
plywood). 

3) All dobies shall be positively held in place, meaning tie-wired or 
notched. Plastic or rubber is not allowed. 

4) Check soffit rebar quantity, size and spacing. 
5) Check plans for “no lap splice” zones and discuss with the rebar 

foreman. 
6) Check stirrup size, height and spacing. Check the hook lengths. 
7) If utility openings are required refer to Standard Plan B7-l0 for 

reinforcement and other details.  The locations of openings are 
usually shown on the General Plan or Typical Section sheet. 



22.     SOFFIT AND STEM RE-STEEL -2 

22.     SOFFIT AND STEM REBAR -2 
 

8) If soffit access openings are called for refer the Girder Layout 
Sheet and Standard Plan B14-3.  Check that the “hood” or “lip” is 
oriented properly on the plywood. 

9) If soffit luminaries are specified on Bridge Lighting Plan refer to 
Standard Plan ES-7C.  Check that it is oriented properly on the 
plywood.  You want it shining the correct direction. 

10) Location of vents should be checked per the Girder Layout Sheet 
and Standard Plan B7-1. 

11) Check lengths and “endo” (location of the end) of longitudinal 
rebar at hinges and diaphragms and if applicable, mid span tension 
rebar. 

12) A caution about trimming rebar with a torch.  Burn marks on the 
soffit show through and cannot be removed. Scrap wood should be 
used to protect the forms from the flame and melted steel. Entire 
falsework spans have burned to the ground by an area left 
smoldering after “torching some bars” to get clearance. 

 



Prestress Anchorage – Santa Rosa Bridge 



Prestressing1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing4– Tule Canal Bridge 



23.     PRESTRESSING DUCTS 

23.     PRESTRESSING DUCTS 
 

1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and 
the Special Provisions. 

2) No release tags are required for these but they must be 
field released by the SR. 

3) Check the size of the ducts prior to installation. 
4) Check contractor’s layout of critical points using 

approved prestressing working drawings. 
5) Measure height of ducts in interior girders directly.  For 

exterior girders, use level and tape, or convert to slope 
distance. 



23.     PRESTRESSING DUCTS -2 

23.     PRESTRESSING DUCTS -2 
 

6) Stagger duct splices or place more ties to prevent 
lump in profile. 

7) Check connection of duct-to-duct flare at bearing 
plate for smooth alignment of line and profile. If 
not smooth, bearing plate can be shimmed to 
correct this. 

8) Be sure grouting tubes and intermediate vents are 
in and secure, where required. 

9) Check ducts for damage and finally, eyeball profile 
for smoothness. 

10) Check for Duct Ties as per Standard Plan B8-5 or 
as required for radius on bridge. 

 



Form – El Dorado Bike Trail 1 



24.     INTERIOR GIRDER FORMS 

24.     INTERIOR GIRDER FORMS 
 

1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions. 

2) Check forms for overall condition. Poor or old forms can cause problems 
during concrete pour. 

3) Check concrete blocks that forms will set on to assure soffit will be planned 
thickness. Blocks should be at panel ends and as necessary to provide 
clearance. 

4) Check plans for girder flares and soffit flares.  Dimensions are usually 
shown on Longitudinal Section and Girder Layout Sheets. 

5) A brief discussion with carpenter foreman about snap tie holes in 
prestressed ducts might prevent problems later on. All damage to ducts 
must be repaired. 

6) Check girder thickness randomly and at caps and diaphragms, top and 
bottom. Eyeball the entire girder for overall line. 

7) Location and elevation for deck drainpipes (or blockouts) will have to be 
addressed at this stage. 

8) Check thickness of bent caps, diaphragms and abutment and hinge 
diaphragms, check minimum 500mm (1’6”) concrete cover in front of 
prestressed bearing plates. 



Stem Pour – Garey Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 1 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 1 – Cache Creek Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem & Soffit Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Stem & Soffit Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Stem&Soffit Pour 5– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem&Soffit 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Stem&Soffit 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



23.     P5ACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE 

25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE 
 

1) Before concrete can be placed, the following items must be 
checked: 

a. Girder alignment. 
b. Height of pour strips. 
c. Rebar clearance, girders and soffit. Ironworkers must be 

available to correct problems at this time. Use mirror for exterior 
girder inspection. 

d. Cleanness:  
i. Majority of debris is blown out with air compressors. 
ii. Check stem and ducts for latent dust and dirt. A second 

blow out may be necessary. 
iii. Remove nails, wire, wood chunks, etc. by hand. Exterior 

girders, bent caps and diaphragms (dense rebar) collect 
these things. 

iv. Check again for mismatches in soffit plywood joints. This 
can usually be corrected with a few extra nails. 



25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -2 

25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -2 
 

e. Check exterior girder shoring for compliance and note any 
possible problems (broken studs, missing ties, loose kickers, nail 
count, etc.).  Bring anything notable to foreman’s attention.  Critical 
areas are at bent caps, hinges and abutments. 

f. Check for proper, safe walkways. 2- 2”x10” min per girder when 
girder is greater than 1.4m (4.5’) high. 

g. Verify that the curing compound is on site and has been released 
for the specific project. Pull a sample of the curing compound and 
transmit to METS for testing. 

2) Check concrete delivery slip on first several tickets for right mix design 
and required information. 

3) Look at concrete. If too dry, permit adding water provided ticket 
indicates water total is below maximum. If too wet, get word to batch 
plant. If way too wet, check with Kelly Ball for contract compliance in 
accordance with California Test Method 518 and Section 90-6.06 of the 
Standard Specs. If the concrete fails to meet this test then reject the 
load, notify the contractor and note it in your diary. 



25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -3 

25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -3 
 

4) Forms should be wet down before placing concrete but not so wet that 
water is standing in bays. 

5) Things to check during concrete pour: 
a. Consistency of concrete 
b. Age of concrete if it looks to be a problem. 90 minutes maximum 

with only rare exceptions.  The criterion for accepting over 90 
minutes concrete is: will the integrity of the structure be 
jeopardized. Reasons for rejection/acceptance must be noted on 
the pour record. 

c. Rig a probe to stab soffit for proper thickness. Use it! 
d. In warm or cold weather, check the concrete temperature. Not to 

exceed 32° C (90° F) nor be less than 10° C (50° F) per Section 
90-6.02 of the Standard Specs. Check front of pour, never allow 
concrete to harden before fresh concrete is added. Throw a piece 
of aggregate into or onto the front; if it bounces, it’s too hard. 
"Sweetening the front," is one of the most important parts of 
watching a stem pour. 



25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -4 

25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -4 
 

e. Check height of concrete in stems. If pour strip is buried, the 
concrete is too high, 30 mm (0.10') into fillet is maximum. 

f. Once pour is progressing satisfactorily, check trucks again for time, 
revolutions, etc. Then check the tell tales, if tell tales show 
excessive settlement and you can't determine why, stop the pour 
and call for help. Notify the contractor of your action and ask them 
what they plan to do. 

g. Monitor application of curing compound. Point out holidays or thin 
areas and insist on timely application. 

h. Be sure concrete in bent caps isn't too high to allow placing main 
cap reinforcing. Also be wary of concrete mounded over the 
prestressing ducts, as this is often left unconsolidated. 

i. Protect any Temporary Benchmarks on top of rebar at girder or 
bents so that you do not lose them. 

j. Deck grade dowels are normally placed into the soft stem concrete 
for later use in checking the lost deck placement and Bidwell set 
up. The number and location should be identified prior to the pour. 



25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -5 

25.     PLACE SOFFIT AND STEM CONCRETE -5 
 

6) Upon stripping the forms, curing compound should be 
applied promptly if not cured in the forms. 

7) All rock pockets must be chipped out, inspected and then 
patched. Be wary of the prestressing ducts. Large pockets 
may need to be re-poured. 

8) The contractor must run verify that prestressing ducts are 
free and unobstructed with the use of a “rabbit” at this 
staged. 



26.     RESHORING SLOPING GIRDERS 

26.     RESHORING SLOPING GIRDERS 
  

1)  If contractor chooses to strip exterior girder forms 
before the deck is poured, a reshoring system for 
sloping girders must be submitted and approved. 

2)  If reshoring system is not applied immediately, the 
exterior girder will begin to lean downward introducing 
stress at the tow of the girder and elevations at mid 
span will drop as much as 0.10’ for tall girders. 

3) Temporary supports tapped into place are not adequate. 
The effort to force the brace back in place would be 
similar to what was necessary to remove it. 

4)  Check girders for rock pockets and excessive cracking 
at this time.  Cracks usually indicate inadequate cure.  



Lost Deck 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 3 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 4 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 5 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 6 – Tule Canal Bridge 



Lost Deck 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Lost Deck 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Lost Deck 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Lost Deck 4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Lost Deck 5– Cache Creek Bridge 



27     LOST DECK 

27.     LOST DECK 
  

1) Review Bridge Deck Construction Manual & BCR&P section 
135-3.0 for hinge areas. 

2) Measure grade points the contractor will use. The point may 
have been determined and grades calculated prior to the 
stem and soffit pour but the actual locations should be 
checked. Verify the plot and picked grades on 50-scale 
(contour plot). 

3) This is also the time to verify the planned deck grades meet 
the planned (or existing) roadway grades. If it has previously 
been done, verify as a double check. 

4) Grades are normally shot onto the deck dowels the day 
following the stem pour. 

5) Check stems for over height. If more than 30 mm (0.10') into 
fillet then discuss with the SR. 



27     LOST DECK -2 

27.     LOST DECK -2 
  

6)  Check bays for cleanness. No loose material is allowed in 
bays per Section 51-1.05 of the Standard Specs. 

7)  Check lost deck formwork for compliance with approved FW 
submittal and workmanship. 

8) Use string line between grade points to check deck thickness 
(distance down to the lost deck). 

9)  Check adequacy of sandblasted tops of girders and clean up. 
Remove popcorn or other unconsolidated concrete. 

10)  If not already done the contractor must run verify that 
prestressing ducts are free and unobstructed with the use of a 
“rabbit” prior to sealing up deck. 

11)  Finally, seal any gaps and holes that will result in significant 
grout leaks. Paper is not allowed.  Judgment is needed but 
consider anything above ¼”. 



28.     OVERHANG 

 28.     OVERHANG 
 

1)     Determine what method the contractor will use to grade 
overhang. 

2)    Measure adjusting devices, plot and pick grades and compare 
with contractor’s submittal. 

3)     Spot-check overhang grades as necessary to assure 
compliance. 

4)    Plywood overhang forms must conform to the same conditions 
as soffit plywood.  On sharp radius curves, gaps will occur 
between plywood and stem and at joints.  Some pattern must be 
developed to mitigate this. 

 5)     Eyeball edge of deck for proper thickness and the form and 
chamfers (upper and lower) for smoothness. Check drip grove. 

6)     Safety rail along edge of deck must go up as overhang is being 
formed and remain in place until the barrier rail has been 
completed.  



Slab Rebar – Santa Rosa Street Bridge 



Deck Rebar1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Rebar2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Rebar3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Rebar4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Rebar1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Rebar2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Rebar3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Rebar4– Tule Canal Bridge 



29.     DECK  REBAR 

 29.     DECK REBAR 
 

1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the 
Special Provisions. as well as the Bridge Deck Construction 
Manual 

2) Check main cap reinforcement for size, number and end 
distances. 

3) Main cap rebar should be tied into or blocked up to stirrup 
hooks. 

4) Check spacing of transverse deck rebar per Standard Plans 
BO-5. 

5) Check truss bars if used for proper location of bends, centered 
over girder and that they are held vertical. 

6) Check height of stem stirrup at bend. This will determine height 
of top mat. If stirrups are too low, > 10 mm (3/8"), other 
methods like additional blocking will be required to set top of 
mat at the correct height, independent of the stirrups. 



29.     DECK  REBAR - 2 

 29.     DECK REBAR -2 
 

7) Splice transverse deck rebar if necessary as per 
Section 52-1.08. Truss bars should preferably be 
spliced between girders thusly: Bottom mat over one 
girder, truss bars over a different girder and top mat 
between girders. 

8) Check bottom mat clearance (adequate blocking - 
dobies) height of top mat (additional blocking often 
placed between mats) and securely tied intersections. 
If mats feel loose, more ties and blocks are required. 
Top longitudinal bars will almost always need 
additional ties just before pour, as they will move 
when they are walked on.  As with the soffit, use wire 
or recesses in dobies to secure in place. 



30.     DECK CHECK OUT BEFORE POUR 

30.     DECK CHECK OUT BEFORE POUR 
1) In Addition To Rebar 
2) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the 

Special Provisions as well as the Bridge Deck Construction 
Manual. 

3) Access openings: Are bolts, etc., in & secure. 
4) Dimensions of blockouts for joint seal assemblies need to be 

checked against the approved shop drawings. Rebar should 
extend into block out. 

5) Check longitudinal construction joint located on lane line per 
Std. Plan BO-5. 

6) Check transverse deck joint at 1/4 Point per Standard Plan BO-
5. 

7) Are prestressing vents secure, retrievable and marked. 
Reference marks on the handrail are a good way to find these 
later or tie plastic feathers at the vent location. 



30.     DECK CHECK OUT BEFORE POUR -2 

30.     DECK CHECK OUT BEFORE POUR -2 
8)   Check barrier rail rebar and additional bars for joints and electrical 

components in accordance with bridge and electrical plans and 
Standard Plan ES-7C. 

9)   Check overhang supports for glaring omissions. 
10) Check end bulkheads for line and support.  Eyeball overhang 

chamfer and screed pipes for smooth line. 
11) Cleanness:  

a. Majority of debris is blown out with air compressors. 
b. Remove nails, wire, wood chunks, etc. by hand.  Bent caps, dense rebar, & 

discontinuities collect these. 
12) Finally, the Bidwell needs to be run the entire deck length to check of 

conflicts and clearance.  Lay 2x4s on the deck to simulate concrete 
thickness or after setting the Bidwell strike-off tie a 2’x4’ and lath to 
simulate the deck surface concrete thickness under Bidwell rollers. 
Record thickness readings if it becomes apparent a pattern of too 
thick or too thin is developing. This can be corrected by adjusting the 
machine or the screeds. 

13) Check height of deck drain inlets with Bidwell strike off. 



Deck Pour 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Pour 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Pour 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Pour 4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Pour 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour 5– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour 6– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



Deck Pour – El Rancho Drive Bridge 



31.     DECK POUR 

31.     DECK POUR 
 

1) Review Sections 51 & 90 in the Standard Specifications and 
the Special Provisions as well as the Bridge Deck Construction 
Manual. 

2) Verify mix design and check consistency of first few trucks. 
3) Be sure lost deck forms and rebar are damp just ahead of pour 

front. On hot days, water keeps rebar cool and will guard 
against possible cracking. 

4) Don't let pour front get too far in front of finishing machine, 
more than 3 or 4 m (10’ or 12’) ahead. If it does, discuss with 
contractor, as finishing problems may result. 

5) Inspect deck finish texture for uniformity, as a noisy deck-riding 
surface will result if it is not done properly. Monitor and adjust 
the texturing mat or brush level to avoid a saw tooth, roped 
finish or other non-uniform finish. 

6) Check tell-tales before, during and after the pour. 



31.     DECK POUR - 2 

31.     DECK POUR - 2  
 

7) Application of curing compound is to be by power 
operated equipment as per Section 90-7.01B of the 
Standard Specs, and should be as close as practical to 
the finishing machine. During hot, windy conditions, 
application of water mist will certainly help minimize 
cracking on newly finished surface. 

8) If some potion or all of lost deck fails, all concrete must be 
removed from the bay/bays. A temporary joint around the 
area may be needed. 

9) Applying a water cure is also required. The use of a 
retaining medium: rugs, mats or burlene to facilitate the 
water cure, is the contractor’s option. The timing of the 
commencement of the water cure and the placement of 
any retaining medium are independent. 



Deck Cure1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Cure2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Cure– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Seal1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Seal2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Seal3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Seal4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Deck Seal5– Tule Canal Bridge 



32.     AFTER DECK POUR 

32.     AFTER DECK POUR 
6)   

1) Review Sections 51 & 90 of the Specials and Standard Specs. as well as the 
Bridge Deck Construction Manual. 

2) Periodically check cure media for dampness.  Rugs and mats generally need 
water at least twice a day in summer. Good quality burlene, if properly weighted 
down at joints, will require less water applications. 

3) Contractors generally remove cure rugs at end of 7th day of the cure period. 
This must be done to inspect deck for shrinkage cracks prior to prestressing or 
release of falsework as per Section 51-1.17 of the Standard Specs. 

4) If deck surface does not meet the crack intensity specifications, the contractor 
will be notified with a letter of the affected area. The tip of a standard 
mechanical pencil is a good tool for measuring crack width. Micrometers and 
width guides are available. The crack intensity should be recorded and mapped 
out for future use in the repairs. 

5) Additional cracking that may appear after prestressing or falsework removal, if 
repaired may not be the contractor’s responsibility and should be identified 
separately. 

6) Deck smoothness will be covered later in this text. 
7) When the overhang falsework and railing are removed a new fall protection 

measure will needed. 



Prestress Strand & Grout Pump – Santa Rosa Bridge 



Prestressing – Santa Rosa Bridge 



Prestressing– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 4– San Antonio 



Prestressing 5– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 6– San Antonio 



Prestressing 7– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 8– El Rancho 



Prestressing 8– San Antonio 



Prestressing 9– San Antonio 



Prestressing 10– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing 11– Tule Canal Bridge 



33.     PRESTRESSING 

33.     PRESTRESSING 
1) Review Section 50 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 

Provisions as well as the Prestressed Manual. 
2) Check that the contractor has verified that prestressing (PS) ducts are 

free and unobstructed with the use of a “rabbit”. This will be the second 
check. 

3) Prestressing steel delivered to the site must be properly packaged as 
per Section 50-1.05 of the Standard Specs. 

4) Gather release tags which will have A's and E‘s written on back. Apply 
these to prestress elongation calculations, which will have been 
prepared prior to this. Note, strands with an A=0.50in2  or less is prone 
to slipping. Bring to the attention of the SR and the contractor. 

5) Strand should be free of rust. However, some rust may not be 
deleterious. If in doubt, call the SR. 

6) Contractor has 10 days from installation of rust free strand to begin 
grouting. On large structures this may not be enough and a rust 
inhibitor must be applied to strand. If this is a possibility, remind 
prestressing foreman of his responsibilities. The rust inhibitor is a 
hazardous material and all applicable safety precautions in the Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) shall be followed. 



33.     PRESTRESSING - 2 

33.     PRESTRESSING -2 
7) Anchor plates and wedges must be released by METS. 

Collect these tags. They may have been release with the 
bearing plates delivered earlier in the project. 

8) Refer to the Prestress Manual on how to set up the PS 
Monitoring Sheets. 

9) REMEMBER SAFETY! Prestressing entails large 
pressures and loads. You’re your surroundings and NEVER 
stand behind a jack. 

10) A pressure cell will be used by someone knowledgeable 
at the beginning of stressing to verify accuracy of 
Jack/Gauge chart. 

11) Record elongations and bring any significant variation 
(>4%) to the SR attention. 
 



Tule Prestressing Plan 1 



Tule Prestressing Plan 2 



31.     PRESTRESSING 2 

 Significant things to look for prior to and during stressing: 
  

a. Check stressing sequence, usually written on end 
diaphragm in keel from approved PS drawings. 

b. Check number of strands per tendon. 
c. To verify that strands are not slipping, contractor 

will paint a band around the strands at both ends. 
Check both ends as stressing commences, the 
paint band will remain unchanged unless a strand 
or more has slipped. This will be obvious. 

d. Various methods exist to correct slipped strands, it 
depends on what prestress system is being used. If 
slippage occurs, notify the SR since other problems 
may have contributed to this 



Prestressing Grout 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing Grout 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing Grout 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Prestressing Grout 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



34.     GROUTING 

34.     GROUTING 
 1) Review Section 50 in the Standard Specifications and the 

Special Provisions, Prestress Manual and California Test 
Method 541. 

2) When cement is delivered the Certificate of Compliance should 
be obtained and the type of cement verified per Section 90-2.01 
of the Standard Specs. 

3) Check with foreman on how water to cement ration required in 
Section 50-1.09 of the Standard Specs is assured such as a 
mark on mixing drum or a number of bags per buckets or water, 
etc. 

4) Check the grouting equipment for a grout filter screen (1.8mm 
max opening) to ensure that large pieces of cement do not enter 
the grouting machines or ducts and cause a blockage. 

5) Check grout consistency with flow cone for an efflux time of 
more than 11 seconds. Tester should be certified for CTM 541. 



34.     GROUTING - 2 

34.     GROUTING - 2 

 6) Check intermediate vents that are required a minimum of 
one every 120 m (400') for flow of good grout before 
capping. 

7) Check the underside and exterior girders of the bridge for 
signs of a grout leak. 

8) Time the injection procedure per duct at first.  This will help 
spot any major leaks if an unusual amount of time elapses 
between start and finish on any subsequent duct. 

9) Check discharge, waste grout (and collect for disposal) 
until consistent with no water or air.  Seal with a positive 
shut-off valve and pressure again. Due to the pressure, the 
grout caps shall not be removed until grout is set so that no 
liquid can escape, usually the next day. 

10) Handle and dispose of grout per SWPPP. 



35.     HINGES 

35.     HINGES 
1) Review Sections 51 & 52 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 

Provisions. 
2) Establish a benchmark over a column once deck is poured and use this to 

monitor hinges. 
3) Monitor hinges thusly:  

a. From tell tales during stem pours, note any difference from that introduced 
to soffit grade. 

b. Immediately after deck pour, establish elevations on deck (Min. 3) just 
behind bulkhead, say 300 mm (1’). Also develop a grid over the hinge (over 
bent, 7 m (25’) back, 15 m (50’) back) so the profile can be developed. 

c. Shoot weekly until notified otherwise. 
d. Before establishing long span final grades, profile short span deck, less than 

3 m (10’) and compare to theoretical. Spline out long span deck grades if 
appropriate. 

e. Monitor long span same as short span. 
f. If long span settles excessively, it may have to 
be jacked up (Contractor’s expense). 
g. If short span rotates up more than anticipated it can be ground out later (we 

pay usually). 



35.     HINGES - 2 

35.     HINGES - 2 
4) PVC pipe for longitudinal restrainer units and equalizing bolts are 

extended thru supporting portion of hinge. Vertical restrainer units are 
installed now as well. 

5) Rebar is installed next. This requires almost 100% inspection since 
once complete it is impossible to identify all the bars. 

6) Check to ensure that the 75 mm (3”) clearance to top bars in hinges is 
maintained. 

7) The support side concrete is placed and cured, the bearing pads etc. 
are placed 

8) The hung side is completed similarly 
9) Overhangs are formed, joint seal blockout formed per approved shop 

drawings and deck concrete is placed. Be sure the joint seal block out 
has rebar extending into it. 

10) Prior to installing joint seal assembly, the blocked void is filled usually 
with sand and topped with 75 to 100 mm (3” to 4”) of concrete to 
facilitate profilographing and grinding. Take measures to prevent 
intrusion of sand into joint. 



36.    FALSEWORK REMOVAL 

36.     FALSEWORK REMOVAL 
1) Review Section 51-1.06 in the Standard Specifications, the Special 

Provisions and Falsework Manual Section 9-1.16. Also read FW 
Memo #3. 

2) Review the Removal Plan included in the approved falsework 
drawings. 

3) Prior to any falsework removal, the structure representative and the 
staff members involved with the removal operation, are to meet with 
the contractor to review the removal plan. The topics of discussion 
for the Pre-Removal Meeting should include the method, limits, 
procedure, sequence of removal, number and responsibility of 
workers involved and public and worker safety. 

4) The contractor shall designate an employee who will be in charge 
of the removal work and will be present at the work site while the 
work is in progress. 

5) Adhere to the approved removal plan. 
6) Falsework removal must not be permitted over live traffic. See 

Falsework Memo #3. 



36.    FALSEWORK REMOVAL - 2 

36.     FALSEWORK REMOVAL – 2 
7) Consider the effect of eccentric loads, jacking loads and effect of 

cranes placed on the permanent structure. 
8) Partial Removal of falsework: 

a. Review the OSC exception to the Specification provisions 
governing release of falsework in the case of bracing system 
components. (FW Manual 9-1.16) 

b. For stage construction, the effect of removal sequence shall be 
considered. (FW Manual Sec. 3-3.05) 

9) Prior to reopening a road after FW removal 
a. Measure the vertical clearance for the permanent records: 

Permits and As-Builts.  The use of a “range pole” or “story pole” 
will give the best vertical measurements. Record the 
measurements in the diary and give them to the SR or RE 
promptly for forwarding to all affected parties. (See form TR-0019 
and TR-0020) 

b. The construction site must be clean and free of debris after 
falsework removal. 



SM Fwy Approach Slab 



37.     APPROACH SLABS 

37.     APPROACH SLABS 
  

1) Review Section 29 & 51 in the Standard Specifications and 
the Special Provisions. 

2) Grades for these are usually established by comparing 
the theoretical with existing deck profile AND again 
verifying the tie-in with the road plans. Any changes 
from theoretical must be sent to the RE for the districts 
adjoining work. 

3) Treated permeable base material is placed, compacted 
and cured in accordance with Section 29 in the 
Standard Specifications and the Special Provisions. 

4) Fabric, rebar and waterstop are placed for sleeper slab 
(when required) and concrete is placed and finished. 
Texture same direction as the deck. 



37.     APPROACH SLABS - 2 

37.     APPROACH SLABS - 2 
6)   

5) Approach slab is placed next following same 
procedures. While water cure is not required, it 
may be appropriate to order in hot weather (we 
pay). 

6) Prior to concrete placement, check to ensure that 
the screed is adequately supported and the 
midpoint of the screed does not sag, otherwise 
add supports. 

7) Blockouts for joint seal assemblies may be 
required here and are dealt with the same as the 
hinge blockout. 



Profilographing 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Profilographing 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Profilographing 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Profilographing 4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Profilographing 5– Cache Creek Bridge 



Profilographing 6– Cache Creek Bridge 



38.     PROFILOGRAPHING 

38.     PROFILOGRAPHING / DECK GRINDING 
6)   

1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications 
and the Special Provisions as well as California 
Test Method No. 547. 

2) Contractor will clean bridge deck and request 
profilographing deck or decks with at least a 7 
days prior notice as per Section 51-1.17 of the 
Standard Specs. 

3) Required trace lines are laid out with visible paint 
dots along with Stations or some such 
identification of distance and traces are run. 

4) Must grinds are marked on deck and contractor is 
notified of their locations in writing. 



38.     PROFILOGRAPHING - 2 

38.     PROFILOGRAPHING / DECK GRINDING - 2 
6)   

5) Reduction of high-count areas is the contractor‘s choice of 
method but discussing method ahead of time is beneficial. 

6) The contractor should direct any grinding work required. It 
is a good idea for the contractor to review profilograms. 

7) Check behind grinder with straight edge as feasible to 
reduce unnecessary moves. The thickness of a standard 
mechanical pencil 6 mm (1/4”) is a good reference for the 
magnitude of any gaps under the straight edge. 

8) Properly dispose of grinding waste (per SWMP). 
9) When the contractor says they are finished, rerun 
Profilograph. 



Deck Grinding 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Grinding 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Grinding 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Deck Grinding 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Joint Seal 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Joint Seal 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Joint Seal 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Joint Seal 4– Tule Canal Bridge 



Joint Seal 5– Cache Creek Bridge 



Joint Seal 6– Tule Canal Bridge 



39. JOINT SEALS   

39. JOINT SEALS 
1) Review Section 51 in the Standard Specifications and the Special 
Provisions. 
2) Type A Seals 

a. The saw cut width and depth are cut as shown on the plans. 
b. Joints are cleaned, sandblasted, edges ground and material 
installed. Pourable joint material must be released by METS. 

3) Type B Seals 
a. The saw cut width and depth are determined by the Engineer at 
the time the joint are sawn. Structure temperature and type of seal 
governs this. The actual seal to be used in the joint is tested by 
METS to determine the seal’s base values used in the calculation. 
b. Joints are cleaned, sandblasted, edges ground and material 
installed. Material and lubricant/adhesive must be released by METS. 

4) On joint seal replacement projects additional cleaning is usually 
specified in the Special Provisions. 
5) Joint seal assemblies are installed in accordance with the 
manufacturer's recommendations and the approved shop drawings. 
6) All deck grinding must be done prior to placement of a joint seal 
assembly. Generally sand is placed in the blockout and a 3-4” concrete 
cap is placed to support the grinder and then later removed. 



Barrier Rail – Santa Rosa Street Bridge 



Barrier Rail 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Barrier Rail 2– Whites Hill Bridge 



Barrier Rail 3– Whites Hill Bridge 



Barrier Rail 4– Whites Hill Bridge 



Barrier Rail 5– Whites Hill Bridge 



Barrier Rail 6– Harkins Slough 



Barrier Rail 6– Harkins Slough 



Barrier Rail – Watsonville Slough Bridge 



Barrier Rail – Watsonville Slough Bridge 



Barrier Rail – Watsonville Slough Bridge 



Barrier Rail – Watsonville Slough Bridge 



40.     BARRIER RAILING 

40.     BARRIER RAILING 
 

1) Profile on 3 m (10') intervals near edge of deck. Place 
profile marks such that when the forms are placed they are 
not covered. If possible, check with rail foreman as to 
where the profile marks would best suit their style. Rails 
with sidewalks require additional consideration as to grade 
and alignment control. 

2) Plot and smooth out profile, give fills to foreman. 
3) Eyeball line and grade. Check rebar clearance, alignment 

and locations of pull boxes, electrolier bolts etc., and place 
concrete. 

4) When MBGR is being attached to the rail, ensure the steel 
bolt sleeves are placed accurately (height, spacing, etc.) 
and securely held in place. 



40.     BARRIER RAILING - 2 

40.     BARRIER RAILING - 2 
 

5) On long straight structures, it’s a good idea to 
establish a reference line so a transit can be used 
to align forms. 

6) Copper nails are placed in top of rail for 
permanent reference elevations in accordance 
with Bridge Construction Memo 2 -15.0. 

7) Some rail crew want to “sack finish” the surface.  
Obtain concurrence from the SR, as this is a 
deviation from the specifications. Sack finishes are 
not simple and if done wrong will result in a 
streaked look after the first rain or heavy fog. 



41.     FINAL FINISH 

 41.     FINAL FINISH 
1)   Clean out and patch rock pockets, grout leaks and plug 

form fastener holes (1-inch cover). 
2)   Remove wire, nails, etc. from concrete face and patch 

area as necessary. 
3)   Smooth out form mismatches for areas requiring Class 1 

finish for grinding or chipping and patching. 
4)  To obtain a uniform finish and color: 

a)   Whip blast or grind columns 
b)   Whip blast or grind exterior girders 
c)   Grind all chamfers to remove fins and rough edges 
d)   Whip blast or grind abutments, wing walls and barrier 

railing 
e)   Check entire structure after all the above is complete 

and prior to granting “Relief of Maintenance”, for any 
damage caused by construction, vandalism or 
whatever.  



Completion 1– Tule Canal Bridge 



Completion 2– Tule Canal Bridge 



Completion 3– Tule Canal Bridge 



Completion 1– Cache Creek Bridge 



Completion 2– Cache Creek Bridge 



Completion 3– Cache Creek Bridge 



Completion 4– Cache Creek Bridge 



Completion 5– Cache Creek Bridge 



Claim Avoidance  
&  

Open Discussion 



END 

END 
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